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7 June 2019

Dear Planning Panels Victoria,

North East Link (NEL) – Heide Museum of Modern Art (Heide) response to Environmental
Effects Statement (EES)
This letter outlines Heide’s response to the NEL EES and lists our main concerns.
Set on six and half hectares of parkland in Bulleen with Yarra river frontage, Heide is the
acknowledged birthplace of Australian modern art and one of Australia’s most important
cultural institutions. Formerly the home of art patrons John and Sunday Reed, who purchased
the property in 1934, Heide was a hub for some of the most progressive artists of the era,
including Sidney Nolan, Albert Tucker, Arthur Boyd, Charles Blackman, to name only a few. The
site’s rich history extends back to the pre-colonial period, when it was a significant Wurundjeri
gathering place. At the heart of the property stands Yingabeal, a 500-year-old heritage-listed
river red gum ’scar tree’ located at the convergence of five Indigenous songlines.
Today Heide is renowned for its art, architecture, sculpture park, gardens, and remarkable
heritage assets. The combination of all these elements distinguishes Heide as a pre-eminent
national icon, tourist destination and unique community cultural space deserving of support and
protection for future generations.
Heide Museum of Modern Art operates as a not for profit company limited by guarantee. With
revenue of approximately $5M, for the past two financial years the museum has had an
operating loss of $54k (2018) and an operating surplus of $57k (2017). The State contributes
approximately $1.6m in funding to Heide each year and owns 5.5 hectares of the museum’s
land.
The North East Link presents an unprecedented opportunity to improve access to Heide and the
surrounding cultural precinct. It is critical that both Heide’s needs and those of the broader
precinct are addressed appropriately. Failure to do this has the potential to leave Heide
geographically isolated and difficult to access. This will have devastating implications for not only
the museum’s financial sustainability but also for continued community and tourist engagement
with the precinct.
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Heide is concerned about the impact of the NEL on its operations, both during and post
construction. In response to the NEL Environmental Effects Statement, the following issues are
of greatest concern:
Access during construction
Summary of recommendation: Measures to be put in place to support and compensate
Heide should there be a downturn in visitation and loss of income.
Access post construction
Summary of recommendations:
1) Design plans to include a new entry point to Heide and Banksia Park from Bridge
Street; and
2) Upgrade of Templestowe Road, including new turning lanes and traffic signals that
improve safety for vehicles entering and exiting the museum grounds.
Vibrations and noise during construction
Summary of recommendations:
1) Should Heide experience vibrations that exceed 1.5mm/s, works should be ceased
until remedial action has been taken; and
2) Noise should be kept to a minimum as it will impact the visitor experience and
potentially staff welfare.
Air quality
Summary of recommendation: Dust and particulate matter on the Heide site is
managed to ensure levels are no greater than currently experienced.
Urban design structures
Summary of recommendations:
1) Project buildings, technical shelters, compounds and permanent structures
(including ventilation structures) should not interrupt sightlines from Heide and
should be sensitively designed with regard to their surroundings; and
2) Heide and the artistic community should be involved in the planning of public
sculpture and art installations along NEL.
Land use planning
Summary of recommendation: The eventual use of the Bulleen Industrial Precinct land
should support the development of a Cultural Precinct (or Cultural Core as it is named in
the DELWP ‘Yarra River – Bullen Precinct – Land Use Framework Plan’)
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Historical cultural heritage
Summary of recommendation: The River Red Gum tree on Bridge Street in Bulleen
should be saved and celebrated as an integral part of the Indigenous history of the
Cultural Precinct.
Please refer to the following pages for a more detailed analysis of Heide’s concerns. Heide
needs to nominate either Mr Tim Sligo, Executive Director or Ms Lesley Harding, Artistic Director
as a representative able to speak at the public hearings, due to the uncertainty of the date of
Heide’s hearing and travel commitments over the next 6 weeks.

Yours sincerely,

Tim Sligo

Lesley Harding

Executive Director

Artistic Director
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Access during construction
‘Construction of the NEL will impact the road network through changed road conditions, traffic
flows and travel times.’ (1)
The experience of visitors accessing Heide during construction and the potential negative
perception of travelling through the construction compound at the Manningham Road
intersection could dramatically reduce visitation and the financial sustainability of Heide,
resulting in the need for the museum to downsize its operations during the period of
construction.
Currently, approximately 120,000 people visit Heide on an annual basis, of which 60,000 pay an
admission fee to visit our exhibitions. This admissions revenue represents 17% of our revenue.
Revenue generated in our retail store from visitors represents a further 13% of Heide’s revenue.
The vast majority of visitors access the site using private vehicles, therefore any limitations on
traffic movement and access, both actual and perceived, would negatively impact these
important revenue streams. The Heide Café, which is operated under licence from Heide, would
also be negatively affected by any reduction in visitation.
The EES states that Traffic Management Plans will involve measures to minimise the impact to
transport users and the surrounding area and that lane closures would only be permitted
outside of peak periods. This is of substantial concern to our operations as the vast majority of
visitation to Heide occurs outside peak periods. We are gravely concerned about the operational
and financial impact on Heide during construction and seek clarification from the Government
and NEL as to how Heide will be supported and compensated for loss of income.
(1) Summary report .p35 - Transport

Access post construction
NEL represents an opportunity to improve access to the ‘Yarra River – Bulleen Precinct’, which
includes significant social, cultural, economic and recreational landmarks and facilities. Heide is a
cultural icon within this precinct. Currently the museum has two entrances, both off
Templestowe Road, with one of the entrances via Banksia Park. Undertaking a right-hand turn
into or from these entrances is precarious when there are heavy volumes of traffic along
Templestowe Road. The improvement of Templestowe Road is necessary and long overdue. We
recommend a widening of Templestowe Road and the addition of appropriate traffic signals and
turning lanes that allow safe entry into and exiting from Heide and are essential for public safety.
This recommendation is supported by the DEWLP Yarra River Bulleen Precinct Land Use
Framework Plan Summary Map, which notes ‘Investigate duplication of Templestowe Road’.
While the EES states that NEL will result in a reduction of traffic volumes along Templestowe
Road, we would challenge this in light of a potential redevelopment of the Yarra Valley Country
Club to include 200+ townhouses and recreational facilities, along with Melbourne’s projected
population growth.
Heide has undertaken a business case which includes design options to ensure that the museum
can evolve to meet the demands of a twenty-first century cultural institution and a growing
culturally aware population, and to ensure its financial viability. Given the heritage overlays and
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flood lines on Heide’s land, any new gallery development must be constructed towards our
southern boundary, which borders Banksia Park. As this would place additional pressure on the
museum’s current Templestowe Road entry via Banksia Park, the option of a new entry from
Bridge Street into Banksia Park and Heide would be greatly advantageous to improve access
options to both facilities. It would also encourage greater integration between the museum and
the park, including community and education opportunities within Banksia Park itself.
In our consultations with NEL we have proposed an additional access point to Heide and Banksia
Park from Bridge Street.
The EES has two design options for the Manningham Road intersection (Figures 8-14 and 8-15 –
Project Description Report), both of which do not provide for access to Heide and Banksia Park
from Bridge St.



The design option Figure 8-14 does not involve a direct link from Banksia Street /
Manningham Road West to Bridge Street.
The design option Figure 8-15 could be modified to allow for an entrance into Heide and
Banksia Park from Bridge Street.

We would encourage a Bridge Street access point to Heide and Banksia Park following further
consultation with NEL and Parks Victoria.

Vibrations and noise during construction
Heide is home to one of Australia’s most significant State-owned collections of modern art, the
award- winning State heritage-listed 1960s modernist residence of John and Sunday Reed known
as Heide II and the State heritage-listed farmhouse known as Heide I. This is noted in Chapter 12
of the EES – Tunnel vibration and regenerated noise, Existing Conditions.
The effect of tunnelling vibrations is of critical concern for the protection of Heide’s assets. If
vibration levels put our art collection at risk, significant expenditure will be required to re-locate
the artworks off-site. It is important to note that this includes valuable major sculptures in the
museum’s sculpture park that are likely to be closer to the tunnel.
Heide II is built from Mt Gambier limestone, which is particularly subject to damage from
vibrations. Any damage to the foundations and structure of Heide II, or any of our buildings
would result in significant repair work, requiring the closure of those buildings and would
jeopardise Heide’s operations.
NEL construction should ensure that appropriate and regular monitoring of vibrations is
undertaken to ensure no impact on Heide’s artwork collection or buildings. We support the need
for condition assessments and the issuing of protection works notices on the heritage buildings
and other structures at Heide prior to tunnel works under the property.
Should Heide experience vibrations that exceed 1.5mm/s, works should be ceased until remedial
action has been taken. We would expect to receive daily vibration reports as tunnelling is
undertaken under and near the Heide property. We also support the engagement of an
independent auditor to monitor vibrations.
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Regenerated and ground (including construction interchange and NEL transport vehicles) noise
levels may negatively impact visitor experience and staff wellbeing. Noise levels will need to be
monitored, accurately reported and remedial action taken if they exceed the standards set for
construction.

Air quality
‘Construction activities would generate dust, some odours and vehicle emissions.’ (2)
Adverse impacts on air quality during construction have the potential to be detrimental to our
staff, visitors, artworks and the gardens for which Heide is renowned. We are particularly
concerned that the impact of dust and particulate matter entering the Heide site is managed to
ensure levels are no greater than currently experienced. Indeed, the objective must be to
improve air quality. As the museum, sculpture park and gardens are a public asset, we expect to
be regularly informed of the status of air quality measurements during construction.
Post construction once NEL is operational we support the continuous monitoring of air quality to
ensure EPA standards are met.
(2) Summary report p37 -Air quality

Urban design structures
Heide supports the EES – Urban Design Strategy that specifies that project buildings, technical
shelters, compounds and structures (including ventilation structures) integrate sensitively with
their surrounds and complement and coordinate with existing nearby structures and landscape.
Sightlines from Heide should not be interrupted by NEL structures. The structures (including the
nearby operations centre, sub-station and ventilation shaft) should have an architectural form
and context that is sensitively conceived and provides a positive contribution to the local
environment.
Heide would be a willing and experienced partner in the planning of public sculpture and art
installations along and surrounding the NEL. The NEL is an opportunity to support Victorian
artists and engage the creative community in public art.

Land use planning
The eventual use of the Bulleen Industrial Precinct land to be acquired for construction, is of
concern to Heide. We understand that NEL is working with Manningham Council to explore
future uses of the land at the Manningham Road interchange once construction is complete. We
believe that this land should support the Cultural Precinct (or Cultural ‘core’ as it is referred to in
the DELWP draft report ‘Yarra River – Bulleen Precinct, Land Use Framework Plan’), allowing for
a renewal of community and employment uses and encouraging visitation and tourism to the
precinct.
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Historical cultural heritage
The EES states that the River Red Gum tree on Bridge Street in Bulleen would need to be
removed to construct the Manningham Road interchange. Heide does not support the removal
of this 300-year-old tree, recently named National Trust Tree of the Year and listed in the
National Trust of Australia Significant Tree Register. We believe this tree is an integral part of our
cultural precinct and the Indigenous history that should be protected and celebrated by the
community.
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